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3UB-0m>aZATI0N CRITERIA AND OPERATIONS RfiSSARCM* 

Roland N. HcKo&n 

First of all I should like to thank Dr. McCloskey and the others who 

have arranged this opportunity for me to speak to you.    In introducing *y 

subject,  I won*t spend such time trying to define Operations Research.    I'm 

sure that  is unnecessary in the 24th lecture of this series.    I think of 

Operations  Research as sioply the use of scientific method to help us choose 

among alternative means  (including newly devised means) to our ends.    These 

"means" may be alternative motions, factory layouts, operational procedures, 

objects of expenditure, allocations of a budget among those objects of 

expenditure, and so on. 

Now in this process of choosing among alternative means to our ends, 

it is pretty obvious that we need to scan the ends themselves with a critical 

eye.    This is a thesis that is emphasised a great dea.1 by philosopher's and 

theologians.    They remind us frequently that our industrial economy and 

scientific developments may be extremely efficient in achieving certain ends 

but that these ends may be the •Vrong" ones — ends that are selected almost 

unconsciously or at least without sufficient critical thought.    Fhilosophers 

stress that we must keep reviewing and questioning the pattern of ends 

implicit  in our behavior. 

A homely illustration that  is often cited is that of a football player 

making a brilliant 90-yard run to the wrong goal.    He may make a series of 

marvelous  sub-optimisations and perform BOM highly efficient footwork,  but 

This address simply elaborates some of the points made by C. J.  Hitch, in 
"Sub-optimi»ation in Operations  Problans", Journal of the Operations 
Research Society of America. May, 1953, pp- 87-99»    I a» indebted also to 
W.   Capron,  G,  Cooper,  and J.  Hirshleifer of The RAND Corporation. 
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since he haa been care leas in selecting his goal,  the total perfomance 

somehow doesn't add up to an efficient one. 

Frank Knight, a well-knew economist at the Unirersity of Chicago, 

ofteu «mphaaiaed the importance of ends, and the danger or neglecting the«, 

in our notions about efficiency or econonqr.    efficiency juat doesnH mean 

anything except in t rms of values or ends or objectives.    When we talk about 

the efficiency of a steam engine,  we are talking about useful output  in 

relation to input.    If we drop the word ffusefui,,,  the  term   ^efficiency" 

loses all sensible meaning:    the  low of the conservation of energy tells us 

thcit all inputs became outputs in one form or another so that without the 

notion of uaeful output, efficioncy is always  100 per cent.    Hence, we have 

to watch our step in defining useful output.    The steam engine may be 

relatively inefficient in getting usable energy out of fuel, yet relatively 

efficient in making profits for a particular eetabllshment.    In brief, we 

have to keep our value-Judgaents or objectives constantly in mind. 

Of course,  the concept of ends or objectives is not Just a simple 

listing of several desirable events or desirable out cooes.    Probably the only 

sensible way we can visualize ends or objectives is as a preference surface 

or indifference surface relating a group,s welfare, a firmt8 profit, or an 

individual's utility to various cosibinations of goods and events.    For this 

reason,  I will usually substitute for the term nends,, or "object!ves'» auch 

terms as "utility function",  "profit function", or "welfare function". 

I have  Just been emphasising the importance of ends or utility functions 

in connection with choosing among alternative courses of action.    Criteria 

in operations  research are Important in much the same way«    Criteria are in 

fact the practical counterparts of,  or substitutes for,  the functions that 

we would like to mndmUe in choosing among alternative courses of action. 
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In conparing alternative poilciee or operations9 one would like to project. 

If it were possible,  the total aaount of utility, profit»,  or welfare under 

each of the varioua alternatiTe policies.    Ibmn one would pick the policy 

that yielded the most utility, the most profits, or the aost welfare  (depend- 

ing upon whether the "chooser" was an indirldual, a fir», or a goreriÄent, 

reopectively).    In real probleas, however, we hare to look at sose proadiiate 

criterion which serves, we hope, to represent or reflect what would be 

happening to utility, profits, or welfare.    Hence, criteria — in other words, 

what we lock at in order to distinguish better frcm worse policies — are not 

actually the utility or profit functions that ws would like to maxiaize, but 

are pi^xjinate indicator*. 

Let me Illustrate this distinction with an example.    Suppose an indns- 

t rial-machinery firm wanted to compare alternative methods of delivering 

parts to customers.    Its researchers might adopt any one of a number of 

possibilities as a criterion to Indicate the preferred delivery systes».    To 

mention a few of these possibilitias,  the criterion might be mAvii«— expected 

profits, if they could be projected.    Or, in lieu of this,  it might be 

laaximisn revenues for a given coet or minimus cost of generating a given 

volume of revenue.    It might be maxlnum voluse of deliveries (in a specified 

time period)  for a given cost, or minimum cost of  Achieving a specified type 

and nuraber of deliveries.     Thus,  it wouldnH always be accurate to say that 

the actual criterion was  the maximization of the profit function,  though 

ideally this would be  the proper criterion.     The most accurate way to use the 

term,  I think,  is simply the way the dictionary uses it:    a criterion means 

some  rule or test  by means  of which we  try to select the preferred situation 

or optimun course of action.     To repeat,  a criterion doesnH usually meaa,  in 

practice,  the profit function or the utility function,  or that magnitude 
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which we would in fact ilk« to «axtalie.    It is generally sane ecaproais«, 

sane prcclBate indicator that  is intandsd t<   lead us toward the Baxlaiaation 

of whaterer we would really like to aaxlmlze.    To return to the dictionary 

dof inition, criteria are siaply rules or tests by means of which we select 

preferred polieie:. 

Now the decisire importance of criteria-selection,  Just like the 

iaportance of our choice of ends in general, ought to go without saying. 

Tat there is a great danger of forgetting, or at least neglecting, the 

significance of criteria-selection.    If extrsae care is not exercised in 

this part of the task, all the researcher's ingenuity and scientific tools 

be wasted in deriring rigiit answer« to the wrong questions — which  are 

»times diametrically wrong answers to the real questions. 

Let me illustrate how wrong a decision-maker can be if he adopts an 

erroneous criterion with an example that you «idght say comes from municipal 

gorenment.    I heard of a motorcycle policeman once who patrolled a little 

stretch of road outside Chicago.    It was a speed trap, and one motorist kept 

getting caught erery few days by this cop.    He got fed up with it, and had 

his car souped up so that it would do 120 miles an hour.    Sure enough, the 

next day the cop started chasing him.    As he began to close up on the speeder, 

the motorist suddenly stepped on the accelerator and disappeared.    In the 

next scene, a number of people were gathered around a tree at the side of the 

road,  inspecting a smashed motorcycle, and trying to help the unconscious 

policeoan.    They finally rerived him and asked,   "What happened?"    Tho cop 

looked around and then answered,  "I can't understand it.    I was  Just about 

to catch  that speeder and all of a sudden my motorcycle stopped.    I  got off 

to see what was the matter and that's the last thing I rmneuber." 

Now tve criterion on which he based his choice among altematire actions 

was evidently the rate of change in the gap separating the two vehicles,  or. 
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we might say, the ratio of the autcMobile's speed to the motorcycle** speed. 

It was a wrong criterion, and it led to an ineorrect course of action. 

But, in all seriousness, the selection of appropriate criteria is a 

crucial phase of any piece of operations research.    Thie phase WAJ not in- 

volve the us« of scientific method — it nuy not be an exciting endeavor — 

bot it ig a part of the operations researcher's task.    1 realise that 

scientific analysis is supposed to be relatively independent of fflpfOi value- 

Judgnents or objectives.    In economics, we often analyze the consequence» of 

alternative policies,  and then say, ■The voters must choose aaong these 

alternatives in the  light of their own value Judfl^ents."    Or maybe, "If 

your objectives are thus and such, you should adopt policy A,  but if your 

objectives are so and so, you should adopt policy D."    In consumers * research, 

also, scientific tools are used to describe the characteristics of alterna- 

tive products,  but the researcher does not presuae to set down the constaer's 

utility function, and indicate the optiaaJl use of the consumer's funds.    Even 

in these types of analysis, of course, the researcher has to decide which 

are the consequences or characteristics in which the corsumer or voter is 

interested.    But in most operations research, an attempt is made to distinguish 

better from worse policies, or to pick out the optimal course of action.    In 

this type of work, while the customer can help the researcher by describing 

his general objectives,  the researcher usually must and should select the 

proximate criterion.     To repeat,  this  is  a part of his task.    Kobody is going 

to hand appropriate  criLeria to him on a platter. 

C. J.  Hitch has  sunmed up much of the above as follows:    "The validity 

and therefore the usefulneso of operations  research depend upon the skill 

with which  projects  are designed and particularly upon the shrewdness with 

which criteria   .   .   .   are selected.    The criterion problem has  been relatively 
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neglected in operationa reeeArch litereture, and haa ^parently uauallj 

been »•olved» in practice by asaxming the first plausible payoff function 

which apringa to aind;  or if several spring to mind, by trying all and coa- 

proMiaing (or letting a ccnaander coapromiae) among the reaulta of alterna- 

tive ccatputationa •    The problem is much too important for auch casual 

treatment.    Calculating quantitative solutions using the wrong criteria is 

equivalent to answering the wrong questions.    Unless operations research 

develops methods of evaluating criteria and choosing good ones, its quanti- 

tative aethoda may prove worse than useless to ita clients in its new appli- 

cations in government and industry."      Thus, what I have been trying to say 

is  by no means original, but in njy opinion it is worth considerable 

repetition. 

So far 1 have Just been discussing the importance of criteria-selection 

in general terms.    Its importance is brought out in the paper by Hitch, from 

which the above quotation was taken, partly by means of specific examples of 

operations research, and partly by means of a look at the nature of sub- 

optimisation.    I will attempt to elaborate a little upon the last point — 

the nature of the optimizations that operations research can provide. 

One of the facts of life that makes criteria-selection so difficult is 

that we always deal with incomplete optimisation and sub-opt imitation.    It 

will make for greater clarity, I think,  if these two concepts are distinguished. 

Incomplete optimization will be taken up first. 

Pull optimitation would require the simultaneous consideration of all 

possible allocations of one's resources — that is, all possible alternatives 

and all poaaible allocations of one'a resources among thoae alternatives. 

It would require conaideration of the possible impacts of all exogenous 

* 

C.  J. Hitch, op.  cit.,  p. 87. 
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ev«nt» — that  ia,  all events not under the optijai»erf3  control — and 

expectations about their occurrence.    Finally,  it wooild require the 

roaximization of the utility function of the optlalter  (e.g., an indiridual, 

the managers of a finm, or the  decislon-HBakers in a goremaent) subject to 

cei-tain initial constraints. 

Now any piece of operations research falls short of this requirement 

in all three respects.    In other words,  we are always dealing with incomplete 

optimization.     The reasons that any piece of operations  research falls short 

are probably obvious,  but let me go over tham briefly.    First of all,  such 

research considers only a few of the possible alternatives and usually only 

a few allocations oi' resources  amonf these alternatives  in an attempt to 

select an optimun policy.    For example,  suppose we return to the industrial- 

machinery firm that is trying to compare alternative methods of delivering 

parts to its  customers.    The company officials or researchors are likely to 

consider only a partial list of alternatives.    Assume for a moment that they 

compare the results of using railroad shipments with the consequences of 

owning their own fleet of trucks.    Obviously,  if they ignore a thir^ method  — 

e.g.,  the possibility of using air freight — they may not reach the best 

answer.    At first glance,  the solution may appear to be simple:    Just make 

sure that all  alternatives which are close substitutes  are  considered.    The 

difficulty comes about because of the fact that alternatives are not always 

obvious substitutes.    They are often dissimilar in physical appearance and 

often differ in  their specific function.     Indeed,  to turn immediately to the 

extreme case,  all of the various things which a firm or inilvidual buys,  or 

might buy,  are  alternative objects  of expenditure which may contribute to the 

finals or individual's general  objective,  even though their specific functions 

are as different as day and rd^t.     Bookkeepers an i overheai cranes — pianos 

and gumdrops  — ail are alternatives,  substitutabie in varying degrees, 
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competing for the purch«sing agent's check. 

Now It is obviously ijapossible to consider sinulteneoualj the whole 

range of alternatives. Moreover, it is surprisingly easy to overlook a 

crucial course of action which, if considered explicitly, changes drastically 

the preferred allocation of funds among the various alternatives. 

The second reason we are always dealing with incaaplete optiniaation — 

the first being that wo can't possibly consider all of the relevant alterna- 

tives — is that one can make only a few assumptions about events other than 

those controlled by the optimiaer. Let me turn, once again, to the hypo- 

thetical industrial-machinery fir« trying to compare alternative means of 

delivering parts to its customers. Now some action not explicitly considered 

might affect revenues or cost» with railroad shipments differently from the 

way it would affect revenues or costs with the firm^s own fleet of trucks or 

with air freight. For instance, management might decide to relocate the 

plant or build some additional plants. Operations might suddenly expand on 

the West Coast, or the local market might boom. Such events beyond the 

control of the optimizer — decisions at higher administrative levels, or 

developments outside the firm — can turn the researchers answers upside 

down. Yet, even if he could quantify expectations about such occurrences, 

it would be impossible to take into account all possible assumptions about 

these contingencies. Again, it simply means that operations reeearch can be 

no more than inccniplete optimization. 

A third reason, a very important one, that we can attempt only incompleto 

optimization, is that we must inevitably use an imperfect criterion. As 

stated earlier, what one would like to examine, under the alternative 

operations, iu the individual^ utility, if the optimizer is an individual 

consumer — or the fim^s stream of profits, if it is a firm. We canft do 

that, of course. Profit maximization, by the way. Is not much simpler 
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conceptually- than utility «Aximization. W« often say that what really matters 

to a fina is the aaxlÄlzation of profits, but this doesnH make sense in an 

uncertain world. If the managers consider sereral alternative courses of 

action, »aybe they can anticipate the amount of expected profits in various 

future periods under each alternative policy. Maybe they can ^say aonathing 

about the variance associated with the expected amounts. In other words, 

maybe they can say to themselves, "Under Policy 1, our expected profits will 

be X-i in the first period, I2 in the next period, and so on. Under Policy 2, 

our expected profits will be X^  (less than X-^) in the first period, I- (greater 

than X^) in the second period, and so on. Under Policy 3, our expected 

profits are greater in every period than they would be under the other 

policies, but there is a greater risk, on the other hand, of suffering huge 

losses.** What does it mean to maximize profits under those circumstances?' 

AU it can mean is the maximization of some function of the profits expected 

in various periods and with various "probabilities". This function depends 

upon managsBentts attitude toward risk and toward profits now versus profits 

five years hence. We don't know this function any store than we know an 

individual^ or a government's utility function. 

Bit even if we had a clear notion of these functions, we would bavö to 

settle for a more manageable, albeit a less appropriate, criterion instead 

of looking at the ultimate impact on profits or utility or social welfare. 

For example, as the offcials in our hypothetical firm look at various delivery 

systems, can they really translate the results under each delivery system 

into effects on expected sales, expected revenues, expected costs, and. 

See A. Alchian, "Uncertainty, Evolution, and Econcmdc Theory", The Journal 
of Political Kconomy. XFIII (June, 1950), 211-21^ or S. Enke, "On Maximizing 
Profits", American ^conomic Review. HI (September, 1951), 566-78. This 
same question will harass the researcher in the selection of the "best" 
stream of costs, gains, profits, utility, welfare, or anything else. 
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ultlB&t^ly, «cp«ctecl profits? Probably not — at least with any coafid«nc«. 

So they settle for sonething a little leas appropriate — but something they 

can handle. They may try, for example, to select the delivery syatsm that 

■inimizes the costs of achieving, say, UÖ-hour  delivery service.  They may 

try to select the method that miiJimizes the cost of delivering parts, regard- 

less of the by-product effects on the cost of delivering other it «as. 

Inevitably, the criterion will be imperfect. It will not reflect the full 

range of effects on revenues, costs, and total profits. So, for still a 

third reason, operations research can yield no more than inconplete optimi- 

zations • 

Thus, the methods of science will not saidcally or auton&ticallj reveal 

optimal choices. It is manifestly impossible to demonstrate that incomplete 

optimization, which is what we always do, will i£ general lead toward the 

maximization of whatever we would like to maximize. Some incomplete optimi- 

zations are better than others; sons may give worse results than flipping 

coins. It will always be necessary to use great care and good Judgnent in 

picking out the partial optimizations that look promising and to set up 

appropriate cirteria in terms of which to Judge the alternative policies or 

courses of action. 

I turn now to a special kind of incomplete optimization which has been 

termed ♦»sub-optimization". An essential aspect of governmental or business 

operations is that decision-making is decentralized in varying degrees. 

Thus, different administrative levels allocate the resourcee at their dis- 

posal among the uses under their supervision. The government provides one 

of the best illustrations. At relatively high levels the Federal budget is 

allocated among DepartÄents, such as Interior, Defense, and Agriculture; 

among the independent agencies; and among broad programs. The allocations of 
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fund« within D9part»«nt« *nd programs, among different projects, and aaongst 

different operation« within each project, are accoaplished by atMlnlatratore 

at "lower levela" — in other word«, by different people who face narrower 

problatn«. 

In buainese this is true,  too.    In large corporation», authority has to 

be delegated.    It is impossible for top managenent to make all the decisions 

and optimise over the whole list of alternative operations or courses of 

action simultaneously.    So the corporation is divided into divisions or 

departments.    The broad decisions are made at the top level,  but each depart- 

ment and division must choose among narrower alternatives, and so on down 

the line to foremen and lower-level administrator« who must choose among 

alternative schedules of operations, employees, motions,  and so on. 

Even an individual may handle his affairs in this way.    rie may first 

allocate his  income or budget among the big categories,   such as food, 

clothing,  and housinc«    He may then delegate to himself  in another capacity, 

so to speak,  the task of selecting the individual suits,  pairs of shoes,  and 

cuts of meat that fall under these broad headings.    He may adhere for the most 

part to the original allocation among the broad budget categories.    In other 

words,  he may allocate his  income among these categories  at a "higher level" 

and then perform narrower day-to-day optimizations at a  "lower level".     It 

would be impossible, when making individual purchases,  to compare them with 

all alternatives and re-ejcamine each day one,8 allocation among all major 

objects of expenditure. 

This  "lower level" optimization is what I will  refer to here by the term 

"sub-optimization".    In other words,  sub-optimiiation,  as used here, means 

the process of choosing among a relatively narrow  list of operations or 

resource allocations by an administrative leve]   other than the highest. 
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Careful 8el«ctlon of criteria in Bub-optdjaiaation is difficult, and it is 

crucial. For unlew the criteria are selected with great skill, operations 

research may Inciease a departmentts efficiency in terms of its test, yet 

decrease the firm's efficiency in terms of its ability to make profits. 

Since our research always pertains to sub-optimisations, this complication 

in criteria-selection is always present. 

One reason that sub-optimisations present these difficulties is that it, 

may be ccmputatioaally impossible for department heacH to ccmpare the alter- 

natives facing them in terms of the criterion that would be appropriate for 

the entire firm or goremment. As the firm grows, the difficulties of 

coordination increase, and genuine confusion develops about objectives at 

departmental and lower Jevels. The  chances of adopting inferior criteria 

multiply. If the sales department finite to maximize the ratio of sales 

per dollar of selling expense, or the production department tries to minimize 

cost per unit of output, or the foreman tries to minimize the number of 

"seconds" or "rejects" per month, it may cause the firm as a whole to sacri- 

fice profits.  In government, where it is usually impossible to measure the 

counterpart of a firm,s profits, sub-optimization criteria can get still 

further out of hand. The criterion of an office's efficiency may be the 

number of licenses granted per dollar spent or tho number of letters written 

per typist. Certain types of equipment may be selected because they yield 

laximim expected life or speed per piece of oquipment or maximum accomplish- 

meat per man employed. Such criteria, particularly ratios,  may not lead to 

increased efficiency in terms of what the government really wants to do. 

Alt even if we avoid downright errors about the nature of appropriate 

criteria, sub-optimization poses obstacles to other aspects of criteria- 

selection. 

For a awre thorough discussion of ratios» shortcomings, see Hitch, OJ_;_ cit.. 
p. 94. 
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In ganeral terns, the appropriate criterion for the finn, goremeent, 

or Individual 8e«Ks to be the ■axindiatlon of gain« »InuB coat« (not the 

£atio of gaina to coats).  Of course, this statsment doesnH really tell us 

much.  In any particular piece of operational analysis, the big questions 

still rosain. One of the bi^ questions ia vhat should in fsct be counted as 

the coats of ths altematire operations, programs, or policiss? The costs 

of one program ought to measure the gains that might have been obtained by 

using the same resources in other ways. In brief, coata are what you give 

up in order to have thia program. For instance, the coata of operating your 

own fleet of trucka are whatever you have to give up in order to do so.  If 

you have to buy them, the coat is the dollar outlay over the relevant period 

(minus aalvage value at the end of the period).  In many proposed operations 

or programs, however, large portions of the equipment may already be on hand. 

If an item that would be used in an operation is in stock, what should Its 

cost be?  Presumably not the original cost. What is relevant at this point 

ia its value in alternative uses. Suppose the hypothetical firm that was 

comparing alternative methods of delivering parts had some trucks standing 

around.  What would be the cost of using its own fleet of trucks to deliver 

parts?  If the only alternative use of the trucks on hand was to sell them, 

then their aalvage value would be the cost that should be charged for them 

in costing thia particular delivery system.  If, however, they could be used 

to advantage in another department, their value in thia alternative use might 

be g.-oater than salvage va^ue.  In aub-o^timizations, it ia oaay to overlook 

the worth of equipment, personnel, or any reaources in other departmenta. 

Actually, this is not usually an important consideration in the private firm, 

for free markets provide so many yardsticks to help guide each departmental 

"sub-optimizer".  Hit it may be an important consideration in government. 



particularly in tha costing of alternative military operations. 

3ub-optiaii»ation — the fact  that lower acininletrative lerela set about 

their operational analysis more or less independently — aggrarates another 

problem  In costing any operation.   JThis coapartiBenta^izatlon of decision- 

making increases our tendency to ignore the indirect effect of one operation 

on costs of other operations.    Assune that the delivery department wanted to 

choose the  cheapest way of achieving a given objective   (o.g.,  4ß-hour delivery 

service to all cuatoswrs).     They might  consider only costs to that department, 

yet the delivery systeas might have various  impacts on  the costs of other 

operations.     The use of its own  trucks might  decrease production cost« by 

permitting more flexibility in choosing new plant  locations,  or the method 

considered might increase costs   (e.g.,  for transportation)  in other depart- 

ments.    For example,  the use of trucks for seme deliveries or some pick-ups 

might necessitate less-than-carload shipments of other items.    To the indivi- 

dual department in charge of the operations,  the impacts on its costs are 

felt directly and are more likely to be considered than  costs felt  by other 

departments.     To the firm as a whole,  of course,  the  criterion for choosing 

among operations would involve the net  impact of each  operation on total costs. 

Clearly it  is  important for sub-optimising acMlnistrators to make the cost- 

aspect of their criteria consistent with the cost-aspect  of higher-level 

criteria. 

As Hitch pointed out,  this  is  analogous  to a subject  that  is frequently 

discussed in economics,  the discrepancy between private  costs and social 

costs.    Th?t  is,  the difference between the costs  to the  individual department 

and the costs  to the whole firm is  analogous to the discrepancy between the 

costs of some operation to a lirm and the costs  to society.    One of the  tradi- 

tional examples is the discrepancy between the cost of an industrial plant's 
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use of soft  coal  aa  felt  by  the firm,  on the one hand,  and aa  felt  by  the 

entire econorcy,  on the other.    The cost to the entire group include» not 

only the cost« to the firm but also the costs  to "innocent bystanders" — 

e.g.,  the increase in laundry bills and possibly in doctors*  bills. 

äconoBiists usuaj-ly say that  resource» would  09 better allocated asiong alter- 

native use» if the firm's  criterion and our over-all criterion could be 

brought into closer hamony by making firm»  feel  the major indirect  co»t8 of 

their operation». 

So much  for the analogy.    In any event,   it  seems clear that  sub- 

optimization» within firm»  and particularly within governments  often  neglect 

thi» aspect of an appropriate criterion  — the  costs  imposed on other opera- 

tions  that are not being considere 1 directly. 

Let's turn to the other general aspect of appropriate criteria — the 

gain» from the operation»  being conaidered.    What should be includod  in the 

calculation of gains?    Often in operation» research we "set" the gain» — 

i.e.,   specify a fixed objective   — and try to  determine the chea;est way to 

achievr   those particular gains.    Now this is  by no mean» the ideal  criterion. 

Most  firm» wouldnft be  content merely to discover the cheapest way to achieve 

a given voluae of revenue.     Nonetheless,  this  »ort of criterion ia often 

satiafactory,  and  it will  serve here to bring out the problems of sub- 

opt iinlzatlor.. 

The first problem that  ia aggravated by  »ub-optimizatlon is  the  selection 

of  a sensible fixei objective.    It is   ilfficult,  and dangerous,  to narrow 

the  proximate objective   iown to a single variable.     The hypothetical  firm 

that  I  have  used  to  illustrate various  pointa was  comparing alternative 

methoda of   ielivering Uiachine parts.     If their operations  researcher  tried 

to set up a given objective,  he  could not  realty use such a go#l aa  UB-honr 
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o«rrlc« to all cuatooera.     In addition to speed of deliTery,  the dop-artaent 

would be concamed aleo with  reilAbillty of dellrery and with  the condition 

of the parte upon arriral.     The operations researcher,  if he could not do 

better  than choose sone fixed proxtaate objective, would hare to ask,   "What 

objective makes sense frcm  the fim's standpoint,   in view of U.e probable 

effects  of delivery upon sales,  revenue,  and ultiaately proflta?,, 

Another exaaple may llluatrat» more vividly the necessity of  looking at 

more  than one variable and of being careful in setting up a given «ulti- 

dimensional goal.    Suppose petroleun conpanies were interested in alternative 

ways of stcring petroleum products.    Tliey might run a aeries of experiments 

to compare the consequences of storing products  in various ways.     Tliey slight 

specify an objective and choose the storage aetnod  that miniiuised the cost 

of achieving that objective.     But what kind of an objective?    A specified gum 

content  after two months'  storage?    Or after six months    storage?    Should 

the objective include a measure of sedimentation or color?    A  certain aah 

content?    A petroleian expert  could reel off a dozen or more variables which 

might  be  included as dimensions  in the specified goa..    The sub-optimiier 

has  to do his utmost  to sexect  this aspect of the  criterion in the  light  of 

higher-level criteria — or.   In other words,  from the firm's  rather than  a 

narrower viewpoint. 

In  some cases   like  the  above,  the quantitative  answers  that  the  opera- 

tions  researcher can provide may be only "consumers  research",  pointing out 

the cheapest, ways of achieving several possible objectives or spexling out  the 

gains   (not a given objective)   and costs of the alternative policies.     This 

la what   consumers research  usually does for the consumer.    It  points out  that 

TV Set  No.   1 has a certain pattern of characteristics„  while Sets No.  2 and 

ho.  3  have certain other characteristics.     The  consxaaer than makes  his  own 
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selection. or courae' the operati~ researcher e&n, and ~ should, 

otter h1.a ~ rndation to h1a cuatc:.er. lk.lt the r.e&reher1a ~ 

ti011 and the client's ultimate daci.aion v1l.l bot.h be better it the a&1n 

lDleerta.inti .. are recognised. And it neither the client nor t.be NaMA ~r 

e&n pin c:kM%1 & 111'11que apecitie<l objectiYe, the cheapest vq to achieve an 

ua\llled objective 1M7 be an U18Wer that bu apvioua dafinit.-..a. As tar 

rega.rdl.eu or our &bUity to apecity a UD.ique object.iYe. In U.O.t no cue 

doea operationa z-.aurch proTide "the~ aaawar; 1 t 1a alwa_p a ll t tle l1.ke 

cooau.en' rMearch, prorld.i.D& qu.antitat..ift intomation which -t be 

SUJlPl-.nted b,y the aarche ot Jud&P=tt in order to Jie ld rec• •datiooe. 

To •• up t.h1a lut point, it 1a not & aiaple ~~atter to perce.iYe & 

..U\U"e ot ga1na for lCNW" adlli.niatratift leYel.a that will h&rwmise nicel7 

with objecti?a at hi&her leftla. !he neceeait7 ot aub-optiai.zin& bel~ to 

fill th1Jt pbue ot cri t.eri.-..lectiaa w1 tb prob~. 

Blat aub-optiaiaatioo atill turt.ber ccwpt"'llft. the ditfieulti .. of 

M&8ur11\8 the ga:1.na !rca altel""'.atift operaUoaa. In meuurin& p1M u well 

u coat.a, we need to take into account the i.ndirect iapact on operat.iooa other 

u;, proTide benefits t.o other dapartaents. If our h7J:»ot.het1c&l. tift dellYered 

parte wit.h ita Ollfl1 fleet of truclca rather than rla air fre~t, it could 

pr.UI&bl7 wse the aid.u of the t.rucka tor &d'Yvtiaing. 'lbeae ga1na wo11ld 

occur in a di.tferect dep&rt.-.tt. 1"bq Jli&bt conceiftbl7 be aW.t.Mt~al. 

'nle operations researcher would haft to t.&ke the ru. •• rather than aa.e 

nat"TOWer point of nw, and att.-pt to take ncb inc:iirect p1na 1Dto acCCNDt. 

If t.he reaearcher had aet. up & given objective and wu tl"Jinn to detend.De 

the cbe&peet -.ana ot achie'Yin8 1 t, such baoua or "external• piD8 would 
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Ac;lin, t.bere 1..a an maloaou problAa in ecooca1.ca that bu caUHd a good 

. deal or d18cuaaioa. The dacrepanq betlMerl ga1Da to • depart.ent. .utd cairul 

to the entt.r. ru. or .,...,._t 1a &D&lop:aa t.o the diacrepan<:7 between 

prlT&te p1.Da and aoeial ga.ina. That ia, the ga1na to aociet.7 of a tina's 

operatioo (e.g., a training prograa tor aacb1n1at.a) aa;r exceed the ga.ina to 

the tim it.aelt. Thi.a mal.o&J HI"YM perhape to ~~uise t.he point -

that in IIIZ aub-opt.iJd.s&tion, the operat10D8 ana.1.78t needa to aake a apecial 

ettort. to cbeck tor poeaible gai.lw to ot.Atr operatioM aa a reault. or tbe 

on. lmdler coaaiderat.icm. 

aiti-. Criteria-Mleetion 1a an ineacapehle and a crucial part or the 

opeNtiona r.MU'Cber'• taM. Tbe tact tbat ve &lwqa aub-optiaise helpe 

lve ua tCJwarcl errooeau oriterta. 1be teet tbat. we aub-opt.iaiM ...,. that 

n .ut. al.vqa keep a vut.ber qe out. tor (1) the Talue or reeow-cea 1t tb~ 

vve UMd in ot.ber ~ta, (2) the iapact or CJ7 operatiaa on the ooata 

and p1na .rrca ot.ber opera tiona, -.d (3) the c:aaaiat8DC7 or the eri t.erion 

(.abracinc the .... ure ot p.1na and t.be .... 111"8 ot coat..) with the a1a or the 

t1.na (or .,...,._t.) u a lllbole. In other words, the aub-optiaiaer ah<Nl.d 

adopt. tor b.ia ana.l;ra1a the ._. *t crlt.eri.oll that top-levwl u.cutiYM 

c:GUd adopt. it tbq bad t.o ev-1oe that part1cul.&r pro~. 

'!be ~t..ibU.itJ ~ lowr-leftl vit.b hiper-leftl criteria 1..a p&rticularl,7 

ai&n1fiemt. in mother eperatioaa r.MU'Cb probl.ea. lD ~ aituat.ioaa, 

iona guiclec:l by prl.... s.cb arranc-nta aq be belptul occuioaall7 within 

bup ti.nla, but -.ore ~t.l,7 witbin inatitut.ioaa or !Oft~ unita. 
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For e:xaaple, the Oe!enae Oepart;..ent ia uaing atock and indue trial 1\mda to 

~~ADAge nu11eroua a::tivities u though thq were priT&te manutacturin! or 

retailing eatabliahmenta. lnatead o! handing out ~lot.!ling, printing aer

vicea, or Milit&rT Sea Transport Serrlce !or tree wheneYer requiaitianed, 

the Na"fY pella theae items to T&rioua llillt&r7 unite. This tore. the 

uaera, in uld.ng their deciaiona, to take into acco\8'\t the tact that thea• 

itau coat acaethin& - i.e., that they haft alternatiYe uaea. 

Now, in what aituationa v1ll this arrangeent function ettectiYeJ..T? 

Operations research could prea1.1abl7 help ancver thia queation. It is 

apparent, howeYer, that the an8Ver hingea on the criterion problAa in eub-

optimi&&tiona. Wherever this arran~nt induce• lower-leftl aub-optiaiaera 

to adopt criteria t hat ha.nDOniae vith to~leftl criteria, it a.-. prc:aiaiza8. 

It the prica charged, and the purchuing power allocated tiiiOD8 the uaen, 

are such u to make criteria ..,re nearl.7 ca.patible, t.hia inatitutional 

change would probabl.7 bring about genuine ecooc.!•· I! the situation or the 

.. tbod o! pricing 1a not coaducive to the cooaiatenq or lower-leYel criteria 

vith higher-level aiu, then othur inatitutional ~ta are like~ to 

be auperi.or. For inat&nc., it Gl'• bu7 their clothing trail an allowance, the7 

will be i.Ddueed to care tor their clotbea in a !aabion that correaponda 

closel.7 with the aims o! the O.tenae O.part.llent. <kl the other haDd, it 

tbq boui)lt their ritlea, hand grenadea, and other anaa rraa the .

allowance, the7 misht be induced to ll&ke ehoicea that h&IWOiliaed rather 

poorl.7 \tith to~level objectiYea. 

'nlua, a conatant avareoeaa ot bigber-leftl criteria 1a .. aential to 

uetul l.ower-leYel aub-optiaiaation. DiaoeniMftt of t.op-leftl criteria ~aq 

pq ott wo in another t1J)8 or et!ort that 1a cl.oMlT related t.o operat1GDI 

reaearch. V. bear a great deal about •per!onunce badgeta• th_. dQa -
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partl.7 tor indust17 though chietl7 tor govermtente and institutions. SUch 

blldgeta would not· present aanag.ent with optiaisationa or even rec~nd&-

tiona; t.hq would s~ize the proposed expenditures on major function. or 

objectiYea and attempt to trace out quantitatiYel7 what those outlaJs would 

OuT• I acaetiaee call thi.a aggregative consumers' research. a.Jt it is 

cl oael7 akin to the conventional description or operations research. 

Scientific techniques help US to trace OUt the qu&ntit.ati Ye implications Of 

the a110unte a pent on major functions. Also - and very important !rom the 

etandpint ot thi.a paper - the criterion probl.sn confronts ua again. Into 

what -jor functions or objective• should the proposed upenditures be split? 

What sort or quantitative 1aplication.s - i.e., performance units or prou• 

unite - would be 110st ueetul to C4Xl&"es or top manag-.nt? In tr;ying to 

an8Wer tb•• questions, one must wrestle with the criterion probl•: what 

ought to count u gains and coste under the alternative progr8118? In a 

perto~ce bu~t, the dollar ..owtte vould reflect projected coats; the 

functional breakdown and quantitative ~diaatora vould provide clues to 

perto~ce or gai • Onl7 witb considerable insight into higher-level 

criteria can helpful quantitative clues and functional breakdOWM be · pro-

To coeclude - ve have to live with decision.....uing by au~ptimization. 

In this procesa, careful attention to criteria - the testa that are used to 

pick out preferred actions - is taperatiYe. And this means that in all our 

research -whether we make lower-level su~ptiaizations, do higher-leYel 

corunaers' research, or reCOIIIIDend changes in the institutional arrangements 

tor aub-optiaiu.tion - the reaearcher and client must keep probing into 

higher-level. objectivea and criteria. 


